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Genre
Gulf of Aden, Task Force Somalia, is a cross-over between real-time strategy and a tower defense game. During the game you

command several kinds of naval v 5d3b920ae0
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Challenging but very fun, one-of-a-kind "ship-defense" real-time-strategy game!. Pretty fun game, the underlying gameplay is
solid. It looks nice. Controls are adequate although could do with a facing command. The 20 levels are nice and has some
thought put into it, the last level is somewhat epic. But. There is nothing beyond that. No endless mode or random generated
skirmish. I blew through the game, achievements included in 5 hours. I want more content. I want to see what a completely
maxed out fleet can do. I recommend it anyway but do keep in mind it is short so buy cheap to compensate.. Pretty fun game,
the underlying gameplay is solid. It looks nice. Controls are adequate although could do with a facing command. The 20 levels
are nice and has some thought put into it, the last level is somewhat epic. But. There is nothing beyond that. No endless mode or
random generated skirmish. I blew through the game, achievements included in 5 hours. I want more content. I want to see what
a completely maxed out fleet can do. I recommend it anyway but do keep in mind it is short so buy cheap to compensate..
Tower defence on the sea.. Tower defence on the sea.. Fun lil naval themed wargame. just what I'm in the mood for :) worth the
five bux! Hopefully the devs will expand on this game.. This is a great little game,a 9/10, and the only reason i didnt give it a 10
is its to short,well worth the price it just needs a bit more in the way of missions.. Fun lil naval themed wargame. just what I'm
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in the mood for :) worth the five bux! Hopefully the devs will expand on this game.. A very good game. As the descriptions says
a mix of RTS and Tower defense, 20 missions, the last 5 the most difficult. The main challege is to find the right configuration
for your task force.. Tower defence on the sea.
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